DALTON AND HIS BROTHER, DREW
Dear Dalton and Drew,

Thank you for creating this sand tray together....as siblings.

Thank you for sharing your words and listening to your brother’s words.

You shared how your experience with the Make-a-wish foundation fortified your bond as a family, provided some greatly needed respite and introduced you to a new dolphin friend who took you on a grand adventure.

Thank you for acknowledging the staff at the hospital.

Your comfort is so important to everyone who cares for you.

Thank you for talking about what fills us up when we are hungry.

Crab provided sustenance for your physical body.

Your faith and support from friends and family nourished your heart.

Surrounding you in hope,
Jenni
Dalton’s and Drew’s Sand Tray: Daltonland

The lighthouse and the lifesaver represent when I went to Florida to swim with the dolphins for my Make-A-Wish. My dolphin’s name was Calypso.

The angel in the hands mean to always trust in God.

The food is for when I had steroids and they made me hungry all of the time. I always wanted crab.

The package is there because people gave me a lot of presents and came to visit.

The ambulance is there because I had to ride in one when I had accidents, but not when I had Cancer.

The dolphins pin is there because I like the Dolphins Team.

I put the bridge because I loved going camping when I could go. I couldn’t go when I got sick. Because I can’t go camping, I like to fly my drone in my backyard instead.

The port is there because my port doesn’t want to cooperate right now. It is hard when some people don’t access it all the time and they aren’t used to it. I think Judy and Shelia are the best at accessing ports.

I put the minion in because I watched a lot of ”Despicable Me” movies in the hospital.

By: Dalton and his brother, Drew
Dalton’s and Drew’s Sand Tray: Daltonland